
AGRICULTURAL TIRES

SUCCESS STORY

WASHINGTON FARM 
CHOOSES ALLIANCE 550 

FOR STEEP TERRAIN

CUSTOMER:  Klaveano Brothers Farm
LOCATION:   Steptoe, WA
MACHINE USED:  Vector 300
APPLICATION:  Agriculture, Hillside Spraying
TIRES IN USE:  Alliance 550 MultiUse (710/70R42)
    (181A8/177D)

Klaveano Brothers Farms operate out of Steptoe, WA, an 
area known for steep slopes and hillside agricultural opera-
tions.

Nate Klaveano purchased his Vector 300 sprayer equipped 
with 710/70R42 Alliance 550 MULTIUSE tires after a rec-
ommendation from their equipment dealer. Ag Trucks and 
Equipment, headquartered in Great Falls, MT has been 
outfitting new Vector sprayers with the Alliance 550. Sales-
men Justin Honcoop prefers the Alliance in these areas 
saying “for the hilly terrain in Steptoe, WA, we found the 
Alliance 550 Multiuse to be the best solution on the mar-
ket. Mounted on a Vector 300 sprayer, the Alliance 550 is 
providing greater stability, road-ability, and grip.” Klaveano 
Brothers Farms plans to convert their combines over to the 



APL066

NOTES:

For information call Alliance Tire Group at 800-343-3276 
or visit your tire dealer below:

TIRE SIZES AND SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE SKU PR

11.2-24 76800002 6 PR TUBELESS SEE YOUR LOCAL

14.9-24 76800012 8 PR TUBELESS REPRESENTATIVE FOR

11.2-38 76800010 6 PR TUBELESS TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Alliance 550 Multiuse pattern for use in the same hilly conditions. 

Dustin Link, the operator of the Vector 300, has reported excellent results from 
the Alliance 550:  “In the field there is less crop damage on corners, less soil 
compaction, and better side-hill traction, (vs. standard R1 pattern). The 550 
climbs hills just as well as a standard bar tread which is important in this area. 
The berm is smaller than any R1, it would be the same size you’d expect from a 
track machine. We road this machine about 25% of the time, the ride feels like a 
pick-up truck even at top speeds (size 710/70R42 as seen below is speed rated 
for 40mph). We get much better wear with the 550; roading destroyed bar tread 
tires on the same machine with cracking and scalloping wear.”


